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4. National fuelwood and charcoal assessments of resources and use. 

5. Production of fuelwood: existing and new resources. 

6. Conversion systems for fuelwood: industrial and domestic uses. 

7. Production and utilization of charcoal. 

8. Alternatives to fuelwood and charcoal. 

9. Economic, social and environmental considerations. 

10. Stratecies for more efficient use of fuelwood ann charcoal in developing 
countries. 

ll. ~ecommennations for inter-sessional activities. 

12. Contribution of Panel members and of the United Nations system to the work 
progratmne. 

13. Anopticn of the report of the first session. 
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ANNOTATIONS TO THE PROVISIONAL AGEI'-l'DA 

1. Nomination of officers 

Nomination of the Chairman and the Rapporteur. The Chairman will assume the 
chair. 

2. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work 

The agenda is based on the terms of rel"erence of the Fuelwood '"and Charcoal 
Technical Panel. 

3. Global use of fuelwoorl anrl charcoal 

Issue 3(A) 

Comment: 

What is the magnitune of fuelwood and charcoal use, particularly 
in developing countries where woorl and charcoal is widely used for 
domestic cooking and heating? 

The Panel may wish to review the existing data on the use of 
fuelwoo-i anri charcoal to see how it can be improvea for inclusion 
in a propose1 Atlas of New anr Renewable Sources of Energy ann. how 
the data can best be presented. 3mphasis shouln be n.irecten towarr'!s 
the realistic assessment of ~omestic ant'! industrial uses, through 
rl.irect combustion, in relation to sustainable yiel~s. In:iustrial 
conversion of woon into other fuels will be ~ealt with by the 
biomass panel. 

4. National fuelwoo"I anrl charcoal assessments of resources anr1 use 

5. 

Issue l~(A) 

Co::iment: 

What specific recommendations can be made to Goverrm1ents wishing 
to assess their current fuelwoorl and charcoal supplies anrl usage? 

The Panel may wish to review inventory or ilata collection metho:ls 
to assess the supply and use of fuelwood an1 charcoal to meet the 
needs of various countries, especially where forests are being 
rlepleted. Arry proposals should take account of the difficulties 
of Bettins meaningful statistics on fuelwood in rural areas, 
particularly where the woon does not enter into the formal or ort3anized 
commercial sector. Appropriate consi~eration shoula be given to the 
availability of logging and manufacturing resinues for fuel. 

Pro~uction of fuelwood: existin3 and new resources 

Issue 5(A) How can supplies of fuelwoon and charcoal be increased by improvea. 
management of existini:; resources a.nil. by creating aa.aitional resources 
through reforestation; what are the obstacles to introilucing such 
ir.tprove:-:ients, ann what steps can be taken to overcor:ie these 
obstacles? 
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The Panel nay wish to review the potential for increasing the supply 
of woo11 for fuel :and, in particular, the current efforts for 
reforestation (including village woodlots) as well as the introduction 
of new species and of new management systems and the muitiple 
use of the trees. Can measurable impacts result from these efforts? 
Further the Panel may wish to review other present ann future uses 
of the lanr'l in relation to fuelwoon supplies. The obstacles to the 
introduction of these improvements are social, t~chnical, financial 
ann other. What steps can be taken to overcome these obstacles 
in orner to accelerate the introduction of improved production 
systems? 

Conversion systems for fuelwood! industrial ann ~ornestic uses 

Issue 6(A) 

Comr.,.ent: 

The existing conversion systems need to be reviewed for both 
industrial and domestic uses, in particular, in rural areas of 
developing countries where their use for cooking an11 heating is 
often very inefficient. What are the barriers to the introduction 
of known more efficient and low cost/systems and what can be done 
to bring about changes? 

The Panel may wish to review low cost cook-stoves an~ other 
innovative', systems for use in developing countries. Their 
intro~uction could reduce the nema.nd for fuelwooi, save time in 
cookirlCT, improve health an11 have additional environmental benefits. 
However, attempts to introd.uce improver'! cook-stoves have not been 
encouraging and the Panel should address the question of social 
acceptability. 

7. Pro~uction anr'l_ utilization of charcoal 

Issue 7(A) 

Cornr.ient: 

Issue 7 (B) 

Comment: 

Charcoal is produced in developing countries using earth, beehive, 
or other simple kilns which are relatively inefficient. Low cost 
improved kilns have been nevelopen to increase the efficiency of 
the conversion of wood to charcoal. What are the barriers to the 
spread of this technology and how .can they be overcome?· 

The Panel may wish to review the different charcoal production 
systems to see what specific assistance could be provided to 
Governments to assist in the introc'l.uction of more efficient 
lower cost systems. 

Charcoal is often used in inefficient haznrnous burners or stoves. 
What can be done to promote the development ana introduction of 
more cfficii:?:1-: and less hazardous systems? 

The Panel may wish to review the more efficient existinc equij?n2nt 
to see what information coul1 be provided to Governments to assist 
them in intronucing this in their countries. 
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Shoul.o the conversion of woor'l to charcoal be encouragerl? 

The conversion of wood to charcoal results in a procuct which 
contains only about one third the initial energy content, wastine 
the other two-thirds of the energy content. Arg1unents have been 
used that the charcoal is easier to transport an1 results in 
more efficient usage at the point of consumption. The Panel may 
wish to discuss the trade-offs between usine the woo~ directly 
ana converting it to charcoal. 

R. ;.:~ernatives to fuelwoor'l and charcoal 

0 
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:ss:re 8(A) 

C::-:::!ent: 

T'ne use of fuelwooa and charcoal for cooking, hea.ting, anrl 
industrial purposes may not be the best use of the renewable 
sources. What other systems are available tr.P .. t can be used? 

A number of possible alternative systems which would supply 
heat ann enerc;y for cooking, will be discussed by the other 
Technical Panels. These inclune low and medium calorific value 
eases an-9 synthetic liquir:s anr'l solar cookers. Can these systems 
be introducer., thus reilucing the absolute neerl for :fuelwoo1 an1 
charcoal anr'l alleviatinz the supply problem or, where relevant, 
making t...1.e woor'l available for other uses? The alternative use 
of or:;anic resir'lues as_ fuels shoulr'l also be e:xaminerJ as well as 
its implications. 

~::::::omic, social an~ environmental cor.siAerations 

9(A) 

Because of the rlimensions of these consirlerations. and of their 
relatio:i to basic er.errr-.:r neerls, attention shoulr'l be ;iven to 
economic, social ann environr.ier.tal consinerations. 

Economic viability of fuelwood and charcoal production 
an"l. use. 

~-!hat are the econo!:1.ic parameters ·which can measure the 
viability of fuelwoo~ o?tions? Are the~, sufficient ::o!' fecision 
makin£; anr1, if not, how ce.n socie..l, environmental anr'l ot:i.er 
benefits most appro:;;,riately be inclu0.ed in the overall social cost
benefit analysis? 

Social im:;;,lica tions. 

?uelwoo"l an:. char-co-:::.1 st.:p:;;,ly anr~ use have a stron.:; socie.1-
cul. tural component. i-:11.at are the implications of fuel woo~ 
anr'l charcoal scarcity? HoT,, can we overcor.ie possiole rcsi3-!-2.c.:-:e 
to c:han-:-es, :_--:tr~.i e~ Qc.~1:-~ ~-0,.,12.~lis !'::): .. ~ e~~icic::~ 0 s·=s? -.. r:~- t c?.~"e 
the social issues relate .. to success:'ul ir.iplcner.tation o:: :---...:ral 
enercy pro;rar.unes? 
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Environmental considerations. 

Especially in more fragile ecological areas, fuelwood and charcoal 
use rna.y have strong implications for the environment. How can 
priority be given to solutions which take due consideration of 
environmental constraints or even integrate environmental an~ 
energy objectives? 

Strate3ies for more efficient use of,f'uelwoorl ant'! charcoal in t'!evelopin:f 
countries 

Issue lO(A) Fuelwoot'! an1 charcoal use in developing countries cannot be 
separated from broader issues of rural development. What advice 
would the Panel have for Govern.~ents facen with the problems 

Comment: 

of the fuelwood crisis? 

The Panel may wish to consider the role of rural e-Atension 
services, of 1emonstration projects, of local production, of 
simple and low cost equip~ent, financins needs and modalities 
and other approaches to this problem. 

11. Recom..~en~ations for inter-sessional activities 

The Panel will make appropriate recommendations, based on its deliberations, 
for the activities to be undertaken before the next session. 

12. Contributions of Panel members and of the Unite1 Nations system to the 
work :pro0rar:un~ 

13. 

The members of the Panel, on behalf of themselves and of the 
organizations to which they are affiliated, may wish to inform 
the Secretariat of definite activities related to the Conference, 
which they would be prepare1. to undertake before the second session 
of the Panel late in 19~0. Specializen a;;encies of the Uniter!. nations, 
Inter-Governmental Or,:;aniza tions ana. Non-Govern.111ental Organizations 
in consultative status with tlle United r-:ations Il'AY also wiGh to volunteer 
cortributions. T"nese contributions shoulQ be relate~ to the proposals 
for workin3 Group meetin~s, consultant studies an~ other activities 
arising out of their 1eliberations ant'! rnay also inclu1e su.sgestions 
for further cross-disciplinary anrl synthetic studies. 

Arl.opticn of the report of the first session 

The final report will be ~raften jointly by the Chairman, Rapporteur and 
Technical Sccretar::, base~ on th~ recommen~ations for i11te:?:"-sessior!al 
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